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Equality objectives and key achievements  

In order to ensure equality and diversity is considered in everything we do, we have six core 
objectives, highlights against each are provided below. 

1. Improve the ways in which the force and people with protected characteristics 
interact and how we work together to improve service delivery, such as;  

o ensuring services and information are accessible 
o engaging with and understanding our communities 
o enhancing partnership working to improve service delivery. 

The External Scrutiny Group continues to meet quarterly.  This year it has considered 
the following issues: the “cuckooing” of vulnerable people by offenders, “EBIT” the 
Evidence Based Investigation Tool, local developments in neighbourhood policing, 
police use of force, in particular TASER, the domestic abuse policy review, and the 
proposed re-location of Parkside Police Station.    
 
The Force has launched a new website to improve the provision and accessibility of 
information and data to the public. 
 
The Force has launched a training program for front line staff to improve problem 
solving with an emphasis on working with partners.  The Force has identified “subject 
matter experts” within the Partnerships and Operational Support Department to lead 
on this work and share good practice. 
  

2. Support vulnerable victims;  

o people with protected characteristics 
o domestic and honour based victims 
o victims of anti-social behaviour. 

Honour Based Abuse, Forced Marriage, Female Genital Mutilation and other Harmful 

Practices fall under Cambridgeshire Constabulary’s force priority of Domestic Abuse. 

The vast majority of these investigations involve people with protected characteristics, 

most commonly foreign nationals, people who identify as LGBTQ+ and people whose 

ethnicity is black and minority ethnic (BME).  Cambridgeshire Constabulary has worked 

with partner agencies such as the local councils, social care, schools in an attempt to 

improve their knowledge and assist them in improving their own responses but also 

opened the doorway in to wider communities that have previously been out of reach 

for the police in general. Local community groups are being worked with on a regular 

basis to build trust, but also to highlight how they can seek help. The Constabulary is 

represented on the Peterborough Joint Mosque Council Group for a project on 

promoting domestic abuse services to the Peterborough Muslim community. This 

includes regular meetings where concerns can be raised and learning can be taken 

back. The force also deliver regular domestic abuse training to Asian women’s groups 

in Cambridge. This allows the force to reach out to people who would never normally 

come in to contact with the police, support services are promoted and again learning 



 

is taken away from the individuals in the group. This is done alongside and with support 

from Cambridge City Council’s Communities Team. The force have also forged a strong 

link with the Forced Marriage Unit (FMU) who are part of the Foreign and 

Commonwealth Office. The FMU have put on training and conferences to allow 

learning in these areas to be shared.  Strong national and international links have been 

made in relation to Harmful Practices too.  

 The Force Victims and Witness Hub was recognised in the recent national HMICFRS 

report on Crimes Against Older People as providing a valuable service to victims of 

crime, highlighting their work as good practice.   

 The Force undertook a review of the rape investigation team during 2019 in light of 

increasing demand on the unit and changes made during the Local Policing Review 

(restructure in 2018).  A number of recommendations were made, including relating to 

staffing arrangements designed to improve the support to victims which are now being 

implemented. 

3. Ensure people with protected characteristics are satisfied with the service they 
receive from us and understand what more could be done to improve their level of 
satisfaction. 
The Force continues to survey victims of crime (including Hate Crime) to review 
service provision and improve processes.  Satisfaction rates are monitored in Force 
performance meetings. 
 

4. Build a diverse workforce through shaping our recruitment, retention and 
progression activity of officers and staff, which is informed by engaging with under-
represented groups in our communities and the experiences of under-represented 
members of our workforce. 
 
The force are actively using positive action to engage with minority and under-
represented groups and encourage applications from a wide range of applicants.  The 
Force is working in line with the National Police Chiefs’ Council of the Workforce 
Representation, Attraction, Recruitment and Progression Toolkit.   
The Force has reaffirmed its commitment and support for staff support networks, 
through a new Service Level Agreement signed with the groups.   
The Special Constabulary took part in the filming of “Famous and Fighting Crime” (a 
fly on the wall documentary) aimed in part at raising awareness of the work of the 
Special Constabulary and the opportunities it affords through the diversity of the 
celebrities taking part. 
 

5. Build and maintain levels of workforce satisfaction, particularly people with 
protected characteristics with regard to fair treatment, respect, dignity and equal 
opportunities. 
The Collaborated HR department has instigated a Fairness At Work review panel to 
monitor data, identify trends and instigate any actions needed to address issues of 
unfairness. 
The Constabulary has signed up to and is implementing measures contained within 
the NPCC Sexual Harassment Plan. 



 

6. Integrate ethics and equality into the core of our business and evidence how we’re 
meeting the duties of the Equality Act. 
The Force participates in the NPCC Regional Policing Ethics network to develop and 
share best practice.  It has promulgated videos of leaders from different forces 
discussion ethical challenges they have dealt with in an operational context to help 
develop staff awareness of the subject and relevance to daily work. 
The DCC has instigated a work stream to establish internal and external ethics panels 
to develop this agenda further. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/contents

